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”Demystifies object-oriented programming, and lays out how to use it to design truly secure and performant
applications.” —Charles Soetan, Plum.io Key Features Dozens of techniques for writing object-oriented code that’s easy
to read, reuse, and maintain Write code that other programmers will instantly understand Design rules for constructing
objects, changing and exposing state, and more Examples written in an instantly familiar pseudocode that’s easy to
apply to Java, Python, C#, and any object-oriented language Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About The Book Well-written object-oriented code is easy to read,
modify, and debug. Elevate your coding style by mastering the universal best practices for object design presented in this
book. These clearly presented rules, which apply to any OO language, maximize the clarity and durability of your
codebase and increase productivity for you and your team. In Object Design Style Guide, veteran developer Matthias
Noback lays out design rules for constructing objects, defining methods, and much more. All examples use instantly
familiar pseudocode, so you can follow along in the language you prefer. You’ll go case by case through important
scenarios and challenges for object design and then walk through a simple web application that demonstrates how
different types of objects can work together effectively. What You Will Learn Universal design rules for a wide range of
objects Best practices for testing objects A catalog of common object types Changing and exposing state Test your
object design skills with exercises This Book Is Written For For readers familiar with an object-oriented language and
basic application architecture. About the Author Matthias Noback is a professional web developer with nearly two
decades of experience. He runs his own web development, training, and consultancy company called “Noback’s Office.”
Table of Contents: 1 ¦ Programming with objects: A primer 2 ¦ Creating services 3 ¦ Creating other objects 4 ¦
Manipulating objects 5 ¦ Using objects 6 ¦ Retrieving information 7 ¦ Performing tasks 8 ¦ Dividing responsibilities 9 ¦
Changing the behavior of services 10 ¦ A field guide to objects 11 ¦ Epilogue
Having realistic estimates of effort at an early stage in a Web project's life is vital to the successful management of
resources. The principles of the prediction process are identifying the influencing factors, gathering past project data,
generating an effort prediction model, and assessing the effectiveness of such prediction model. Cost Estimation
Techniques for Web Projects provides a step-by-step methodology to improving cost estimation practices for Web
projects. Utilizing such techniques as stepwise regression modeling, case-base reasoning, classification and regression
trees, and expert opinion, this book is a powerful tool for scholars, researchers, and practitioners in the areas of Web
development, Web engineering, project management, and software engineering.
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This book focuses on LTE with full updates including LTE-Advanced (Release-11) to provide a complete picture of the
LTE system. Detailed explanations are given for the latest LTE standards for radio interface architecture, the physical
layer, access procedures, broadcast, relaying, spectrum and RF characteristics, and system performance. Key
technologies presented include multi-carrier transmission, advanced single-carrier transmission, advanced receivers,
OFDM, MIMO and adaptive antenna solutions, radio resource management and protocols, and different radio network
architectures. Their role and use in the context of mobile broadband access in general is explained, giving both a highlevel overview and more detailed step-by-step explanations. This book is a must-have resource for engineers and other
professionals in the telecommunications industry, working with cellular or wireless broadband technologies, giving an
understanding of how to utilize the new technology in order to stay ahead of the competition. New to this edition: In-depth
description of CoMP and enhanced multi-antenna transmission including new reference-signal structures and feedback
mechanisms Detailed description of the support for heterogeneous deployments provided by the latest 3GPP release
Detailed description of new enhanced downlink control-channel structure (EPDDCH) New RF configurations including
operation in non-contiguous spectrum, multi-bands base stations and new frequency bands Overview of 5G as a set of
well-integrated radio-access technologies, including support for higher frequency bands and flexible spectrum
management, massive antenna configurations, and ultra-dense deployments Covers a complete update to the latest
3GPP Release-11 Two new chapters on HetNet, covering small cells/heterogeneous deployments, and CoMP, including
Inter-site coordination Overview of current status of LTE release 12 including further enhancements of local-area, CoMP
and multi-antenna transmission, Machine-type-communication, Device-to-device communication
This book follows a standard tutorial approach with approximately 750 code samples spread through the 19 chapters.
This amounts to over 5,900 lines of code that illustrate each concept. This book is aimed at programmers who have
already learned the basics of object-oriented Python and need to write more sophisticated, flexible code that integrates
seamlessly with the rest of Python. This book assumes a computer science background, with experience of common
Python design patterns.
A catalog of solutions to commonly occurring design problems, presenting 23 patterns that allow designers to create
flexible and reusable designs for object-oriented software. Describes the circumstances in which each pattern is
applicable, and discusses the consequences and trade-offs of using the pattern within a larger design. Patterns are
compiled from real systems, and include code for implementation in object-oriented programming languages like C++
and Smalltalk. Includes a bibliography. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The Object-Oriented Thought Process Third Edition Matt Weisfeld An introduction to object-oriented concepts for
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developers looking to master modern application practices. Object-oriented programming (OOP) is the foundation of
modern programming languages, including C++, Java, C#, and Visual Basic .NET. By designing with objects rather than
treating the code and data as separate entities, OOP allows objects to fully utilize other objects’ services as well as
inherit their functionality. OOP promotes code portability and reuse, but requires a shift in thinking to be fully understood.
Before jumping into the world of object-oriented programming languages, you must first master The Object-Oriented
Thought Process. Written by a developer for developers who want to make the leap to object-oriented technologies as
well as managers who simply want to understand what they are managing, The Object-Oriented Thought Process
provides a solution-oriented approach to object-oriented programming. Readers will learn to understand object-oriented
design with inheritance or composition, object aggregation and association, and the difference between interfaces and
implementations. Readers will also become more efficient and better thinkers in terms of object-oriented development.
This revised edition focuses on interoperability across various technologies, primarily using XML as the communication
mechanism. A more detailed focus is placed on how business objects operate over networks, including client/server
architectures and web services. “Programmers who aim to create high quality software–as all programmers should–must
learn the varied subtleties of the familiar yet not so familiar beasts called objects and classes. Doing so entails careful
study of books such as Matt Weisfeld’s The Object-Oriented Thought Process.” –Bill McCarty, author of Java Distributed
Objects, and Object-Oriented Design in Java Matt Weisfeld is an associate professor in business and technology at
Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland, Ohio. He has more than 20 years of experience as a professional software
developer, project manager, and corporate trainer using C++, Smalltalk, .NET, and Java. He holds a BS in systems
analysis, an MS in computer science, and an MBA in project management. Weisfeld has published many articles in major
computer trade magazines and professional journals.
Unleash the power of Python 3 objectsAbout This Book• Stop writing scripts and start architecting programs• Learn the
latest Python syntax and libraries• A practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and
how to implement them in Python 3Who This Book Is ForIf you're new to object-oriented programming techniques, or if
you have basic Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply object-oriented programming in
Python to design software, this is the book for you.What You Will Learn• Implement objects in Python by creating classes
and defining methods• Separate related objects into a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of
those objects via the class interface• Extend class functionality using inheritance• Understand when to use objectoriented features, and more importantly when not to use them• Discover what design patterns are and why they are
different in Python• Uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why it's so important in Python• Grasp common
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concurrency techniques and pitfalls in Python 3• Exploit object-oriented programming in key Python technologies such as
Kivy and Django.• Object-oriented programming concurrently with asyncioIn DetailPython 3 is more versatile and easier
to use than ever. It runs on all major platforms in a huge array of use cases. Coding in Python minimizes development
time and increases productivity in comparison to other languages. Clean, maintainable code is easy to both read and
write using Python's clear, concise syntax.Object-oriented programming is a popular design paradigm in which data and
behaviors are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. Many modern programming languages
utilize the powerful concepts behind object-oriented programming and Python is no exception.Starting with a detailed
analysis of object-oriented analysis and design, you will use the Python programming language to clearly grasp key
concepts from the object-oriented paradigm. This book fully explains classes, data encapsulation, inheritance,
polymorphism, abstraction, and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use each principle to develop welldesigned software.You'll get an in-depth analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that are more suitable
to Python's unique style. This book will not just teach Python syntax, but will also build your confidence in how to
program.You will also learn how to create maintainable applications by studying higher level design patterns. Following
this, you'll learn the complexities of string and file manipulation, and how Python distinguishes between binary and textual
data. Not one, but two very powerful automated testing systems will be introduced in the book. After you discover the joy
of unit testing and just how easy it can be, you'll study higher level libraries such as database connectors and GUI toolkits
and learn how they uniquely apply object-oriented principles. You'll learn how these principles will allow you to make
greater use of key members of the Python eco-system such as Django and Kivy.This new edition includes all the topics
that made Python 3 Object-oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. It's also packed with updated content to
reflect recent changes in the core Python library and covers modern third-party packages that were not available on the
Python 3 platform when the book was first published.Style and approachThroughout the book you will learn key objectoriented programming techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the context of a larger project.
Python for the Lab is the first book covering how to develop instrumentation software. It is ideal for researchers willing to
automatize their setups and bring their experiments to the next level. The book is the product of countless workshops at
different universities, and a carefully design pedagogical strategy. With an easy to follow and task-oriented design, the
book uncovers all the best practices in the field. It also shows how to design code for long-term maintainability, opening
the doors of fruitful collaboration among researchers from different labs.
An interactive way to introduce the world of Python Programming KEY FEATURES Detailed comparisons and
differentiation of python language from other most popular languages C/C++/Java. Authentic and extensive set of
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programming illustrations in every chapter of the book. Broad study on all the programming constructs of the python
programming language such as native data types, looping, decision making, exception handling, file handling etc. Broad
study of Python Object Oriented Programming features with illustrations. Numerous review questions and exercises at
the end of every chapter. DESCRIPTION This Book is meant for wide range of readers who wish to learn the basics of
Python programming language. It can be helpful for students, programmers, researchers, and software developers. The
basic concepts of python programming are dealt in detail. The various concepts of python language such as objectoriented features, operators, native data types, control structures, functions, exception handling, file handling, etc are
discussed in detail with the authentic programming illustration of each. presently, python programming is a hot topic
among academician’s researchers, and program developers. As a result, the book is designed to give an in-depth
knowledge of programming in python. This book can be used as handbook as well as a guide for students of all computer
science stream at any grade beginning from 10+1 to Research in PhD. To conclude, we hope that the readers will find
this book a helpful guide and valuable source of information about python programming. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN
Python Data Types, Input Output Operators and Expressions Control Structures Python Functions, Modules Exception
Handling File Management, Classes and Objects Inheritance, Python Operator Overloading WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR
Students, Programmers, researchers, and software developers who wish to learn the basics of Python programming
language. Table of Contents 1. Introduction to Python Language 2. Python Data Types and Input Output 3. Operators
and Expressions 4. Control Structures 5. Python Native Data Types 6. Python Functions 7. Python Modules 8. Exception
Handling 9. File Management in Python 10. Classes and Objects 11. Inheritance 12. Python Operator Overloading
Get up to speed on Scala, the JVM language that offers all the benefits of a modern object model, functional programming, and an
advanced type system. Packed with code examples, this comprehensive book shows you how to be productive with the language
and ecosystem right away, and explains why Scala is ideal for today's highly scalable, data-centric applications that support
concurrency and distribution. This second edition covers recent language features, with new chapters on pattern matching,
comprehensions, and advanced functional programming. You’ll also learn about Scala’s command-line tools, third-party tools,
libraries, and language-aware plugins for editors and IDEs. This book is ideal for beginning and advanced Scala developers alike.
Program faster with Scala’s succinct and flexible syntax Dive into basic and advanced functional programming (FP) techniques
Build killer big-data apps, using Scala’s functional combinators Use traits for mixin composition and pattern matching for data
extraction Learn the sophisticated type system that combines FP and object-oriented programming concepts Explore Scalaspecific concurrency tools, including Akka Understand how to develop rich domain-specific languages Learn good design
techniques for building scalable and robust Scala applications
The user-friendly, object-oriented programming language Python is quickly becoming the most popular introductory programming
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language for both students and instructors. This updated Second Edition of Python Programming in Context provides a
comprehensive, accessible introduction to Python fundamentals. An ideal first language for learners entering the rapidly expanding
field of computer science, Python gives students a solid platform of key problem-solving skills that translate easily across
programming languages. Building on essential concepts of computer science, and offering a plenitude of real-world examples,
Python Programming in Context, Second Edition offers a thorough overview of multiple applied areas, including image processing,
cryptography, astronomy, the Internet, and bioinformatics. The text’s emphasis on problem-solving, extrapolation, and
development of independent exploration and solution-building provides students with a unique and innovative approach to learning
programming. Python Programming in Context, Second Edition is the ideal introductory text for those delving into computer
programming. Key Features - Utilizes Python 3 - Provides a clear, accessible, and skill-focused approach to programming with
Python - Contains problem sets based on real-world examples and problem-solving rather than language features - Offers a
variety of exercises that develop independent skill-building and exploration - Every new copy of the text is packaged with full
student access to Turing's Craft Custom CodeLab. Customized to match the organization of the text, CodeLab offers students
hands-on Python programming experience with immediate feedback. - Accompanied by a full suite of instructor support material,
including solutions to the exercises in the text, downloadable source code, PowerPoint Lecture Outlines, and a complete Test
Bank.
Digital Signal Processing, Second Edition enables electrical engineers and technicians in the fields of biomedical, computer, and
electronics engineering to master the essential fundamentals of DSP principles and practice. Many instructive worked examples
are used to illustrate the material, and the use of mathematics is minimized for easier grasp of concepts. As such, this title is also
useful to undergraduates in electrical engineering, and as a reference for science students and practicing engineers. The book
goes beyond DSP theory, to show implementation of algorithms in hardware and software. Additional topics covered include
adaptive filtering with noise reduction and echo cancellations, speech compression, signal sampling, digital filter realizations, filter
design, multimedia applications, over-sampling, etc. More advanced topics are also covered, such as adaptive filters, speech
compression such as PCM, u-law, ADPCM, and multi-rate DSP and over-sampling ADC. New to this edition: MATLAB projects
dealing with practical applications added throughout the book New chapter (chapter 13) covering sub-band coding and wavelet
transforms, methods that have become popular in the DSP field New applications included in many chapters, including
applications of DFT to seismic signals, electrocardiography data, and vibration signals All real-time C programs revised for the
TMS320C6713 DSK Covers DSP principles with emphasis on communications and control applications Chapter objectives,
worked examples, and end-of-chapter exercises aid the reader in grasping key concepts and solving related problems Website
with MATLAB programs for simulation and C programs for real-time DSP
Demonstrates the programming language's strength as a Web development tool, covering syntax, data types, built-ins, the Python
standard module library, and real world examples.
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Power up your Python with object-oriented programming and learn how to write powerful, efficient, and re-usable code. ObjectOriented Python is an intuitive and thorough guide to mastering object-oriented programming from the ground up. You'll cover the
basics of building classes and creating objects, and put theory into practice using the pygame package with clear examples that
help visualize the object-oriented style. You'll explore the key concepts of object-oriented programming -- encapsulation,
polymorphism, and inheritance -- and learn not just how to code with objects, but the absolute best practices for doing so. Finally,
you'll bring it all together by building a complex video game, complete with full animations and sounds. The book covers two fully
functional Python code packages that will speed up development of graphical user interface (GUI) programs in Python.
Get a comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the core Python language with this hands-on book. Based on author Mark Lutz’s
popular training course, this updated fifth edition will help you quickly write efficient, high-quality code with Python. It’s an ideal
way to begin, whether you’re new to programming or a professional developer versed in other languages. Complete with quizzes,
exercises, and helpful illustrations, this easy-to-follow, self-paced tutorial gets you started with both Python 2.7 and 3.3— the latest
releases in the 3.X and 2.X lines—plus all other releases in common use today. You’ll also learn some advanced language
features that recently have become more common in Python code. Explore Python’s major built-in object types such as numbers,
lists, and dictionaries Create and process objects with Python statements, and learn Python’s general syntax model Use functions
to avoid code redundancy and package code for reuse Organize statements, functions, and other tools into larger components
with modules Dive into classes: Python’s object-oriented programming tool for structuring code Write large programs with
Python’s exception-handling model and development tools Learn advanced Python tools, including decorators, descriptors,
metaclasses, and Unicode processing
Python is an easy to learn, powerful programming language. It has efficient high-level data structures and a simple but effective
approach to object-oriented programming. Python's elegant syntax and dynamic typing, together with its interpreted nature, make
it an ideal language for scripting and rapid application development in many areas on most platforms. The Python interpreter and
the extensive standard library are freely available in source or binary form for all major platforms from the Python Web site, https:
//www.python.org/, and may be freely distributed. The same site also contains distributions of and pointers to many free third party
Python modules, programs and tools, and additional documentation. The Python interpreter is easily extended with new functions
and data types implemented in C or C++ (or other languages callable from C). Python is also suitable as an extension language
for customizable applications. This tutorial introduces the reader informally to the basic concepts and features of the python
language and system. It helps to have a Python interpreter handy for hands-on experience, but all examples are self contained, so
the tutorial can be read off-line as well. For a description of standard objects and modules, see library-index. reference-index gives
a more formal de?nition of the language. To write extensions in C or C++, read extending-index and c-api-index. There are also
several books covering Python in depth. This tutorial does not attempt to be comprehensive and cover every single feature, or
even every commonly used feature. Instead, it introduces many of Python's most noteworthy features, and will give you a good
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idea of the language's ?avor and style. After reading it, you will be able to read and write Python modules and programs, and you
will be ready to learn more about the various Python library modules described in library-index. The Glossary is also worth going
through.
Permeability properties are essential data for the selection of materials and design of products across a broad range of market
sectors from food packaging to Automotive applications to Medical Devices. This unique handbook brings together a wealth of
permeability data in a form that enables quick like-for-like comparisons between materials. The data is supported by a full
explanation of its interpretation, and an introduction to the engineering aspects of permeability in polymers. The third edition
includes expanded explanatory text which makes the book accessible to novices as well as experienced engineers, written by
industry insider and author Larry McKeen (DuPont), and 20% new data and major new explanatory text sections to aid in the
interpretation and application of the data. A unique collection of permeability data designed to enable quick like-for-like
comparisons between different materials Third edition includes 20% new data and expanded explanatory text, which makes the
book accessible to novices as well as experienced engineers Essential reference for materials engineers, design engineers and
applications engineers across sectors including packaging, automotive and medical devices
Python is one of the most prominent programming languages with the rapid growth of applications in different domains like
Machine Learning, Web Development, Automation etc. The syntax for python is quite easy from a programmer perspective but
there is a ton of things to learn from this syntax. This book provides a clear and concise text for beginners to get started with the
python programming language in a simple and systematic way. Read this book to learn some basic concepts of python in an easy
manner and apply them to solve 150+ programming problems included in the book. As soon as you complete the book and
learned so much about programming in python, there is a hunger to learn more. The next step is jumping into "Data Structures and
Algorithms" and cover topics like different sorting, searching, graph, tree, heaps based algorithms by using different new data
structures like a stack, queue, binary tree, linked list, array etc. The syntax changes with each language but the concept of the
algorithm remains the same in almost every language.

Harness the power of Python objects and data structures to implement algorithms for analyzing your data and efficiently
extracting information Key Features Turn your designs into working software by learning the Python syntax Write robust
code with a solid understanding of Python data structures Understand when to use the functional or the OOP approach
Book Description This Learning Path helps you get comfortable with the world of Python. It starts with a thorough and
practical introduction to Python. You’ll quickly start writing programs, building websites, and working with data by
harnessing Python's renowned data science libraries. With the power of linked lists, binary searches, and sorting
algorithms, you'll easily create complex data structures, such as graphs, stacks, and queues. After understanding
cooperative inheritance, you'll expertly raise, handle, and manipulate exceptions. You will effortlessly integrate the objectPage 8/18
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oriented and not-so-object-oriented aspects of Python, and create maintainable applications using higher level design
patterns. Once you’ve covered core topics, you’ll understand the joy of unit testing and just how easy it is to create unit
tests. By the end of this Learning Path, you will have built components that are easy to understand, debug, and can be
used across different applications. This Learning Path includes content from the following Packt products: Learn Python
Programming - Second Edition by Fabrizio Romano Python Data Structures and Algorithms by Benjamin Baka Python 3
Object-Oriented Programming by Dusty Phillips What you will learn Use data structures and control flow to write code
Use functions to bundle together a sequence of instructions Implement objects in Python by creating classes and defining
methods Design public interfaces using abstraction, encapsulation and information hiding Raise, define, and manipulate
exceptions using special error objects Create bulletproof and reliable software by writing unit tests Learn the common
programming patterns and algorithms used in Python Who this book is for If you are relatively new to coding and want to
write scripts or programs to accomplish tasks using Python, or if you are an object-oriented programmer for other
languages and seeking a leg up in the world of Python, then this Learning Path is for you. Though not essential, it will
help you to have basic knowledge of programming and OOP.
"I don't even feel like I've scratched the surface of what I can do with Python" With Python Tricks: The Book you'll
discover Python's best practices and the power of beautiful & Pythonic code with simple examples and a step-by-step
narrative. You'll get one step closer to mastering Python, so you can write beautiful and idiomatic code that comes to you
naturally. Learning the ins and outs of Python is difficult-and with this book you'll be able to focus on the practical skills
that really matter. Discover the "hidden gold" in Python's standard library and start writing clean and Pythonic code today.
Who Should Read This Book: If you're wondering which lesser known parts in Python you should know about, you'll get a
roadmap with this book. Discover cool (yet practical!) Python tricks and blow your coworkers' minds in your next code
review. If you've got experience with legacy versions of Python, the book will get you up to speed with modern patterns
and features introduced in Python 3 and backported to Python 2. If you've worked with other programming languages
and you want to get up to speed with Python, you'll pick up the idioms and practical tips you need to become a confident
and effective Pythonista. If you want to make Python your own and learn how to write clean and Pythonic code, you'll
discover best practices and little-known tricks to round out your knowledge. What Python Developers Say About The
Book: "I kept thinking that I wished I had access to a book like this when I started learning Python many years ago." Mariatta Wijaya, Python Core Developer "This book makes you write better Python code!" - Bob Belderbos, Software
Developer at Oracle "Far from being just a shallow collection of snippets, this book will leave the attentive reader with a
deeper understanding of the inner workings of Python as well as an appreciation for its beauty." - Ben Felder, Pythonista
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"It's like having a seasoned tutor explaining, well, tricks!" - Daniel Meyer, Sr. Desktop Administrator at Tesla Inc.
If you've mastered Python's fundamentals, you're ready to start using it to get real work done. Programming Python will
show you how, with in-depth tutorials on the language's primary application domains: system administration, GUIs, and
the Web. You'll also explore how Python is used in databases, networking, front-end scripting layers, text processing,
and more. This book focuses on commonly used tools and libraries to give you a comprehensive understanding of
Python’s many roles in practical, real-world programming. You'll learn language syntax and programming techniques in a
clear and concise manner, with lots of examples that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms. Completely
updated for version 3.x, Programming Python also delves into the language as a software development tool, with many
code examples scaled specifically for that purpose. Topics include: Quick Python tour: Build a simple demo that includes
data representation, object-oriented programming, object persistence, GUIs, and website basics System programming:
Explore system interface tools and techniques for command-line scripting, processing files and folders, running programs
in parallel, and more GUI programming: Learn to use Python’s tkinter widget library Internet programming: Access clientside network protocols and email tools, use CGI scripts, and learn website implementation techniques More ways to
apply Python: Implement data structures, parse text-based information, interface with databases, and extend and embed
Python
Make the Leap From Beginner to Intermediate in Python... Python Basics: A Practical Introduction to Python 3 Your
Complete Python Curriculum-With Exercises, Interactive Quizzes, and Sample Projects What should you learn about
Python in the beginning to get a strong foundation? With Python Basics, you'll not only cover the core concepts you really
need to know, but you'll also learn them in the most efficient order with the help of practical exercises and interactive
quizzes. You'll know enough to be dangerous with Python, fast! Who Should Read This Book If you're new to Python,
you'll get a practical, step-by-step roadmap on developing your foundational skills. You'll be introduced to each concept
and language feature in a logical order. Every step in this curriculum is explained and illustrated with short, clear code
samples. Our goal with this book is to educate, not to impress or intimidate. If you're familiar with some basic
programming concepts, you'll get a clear and well-tested introduction to Python. This is a practical introduction to Python
that jumps right into the meat and potatoes without sacrificing substance. If you have prior experience with languages like
VBA, PowerShell, R, Perl, C, C++, C#, Java, or Swift the numerous exercises within each chapter will fast-track your
progress. If you're a seasoned developer, you'll get a Python 3 crash course that brings you up to speed with modern
Python programming. Mix and match the chapters that interest you the most and use the interactive quizzes and review
exercises to check your learning progress as you go along. If you're a self-starter completely new to coding, you'll get
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practical and motivating examples. You'll begin by installing Python and setting up a coding environment on your
computer from scratch, and then continue from there. We'll get you coding right away so that you become competent and
knowledgeable enough to solve real-world problems, fast. Develop a passion for programming by solving interesting
problems with Python every day! If you're looking to break into a coding or data-science career, you'll pick up the
practical foundations with this book. We won't just dump a boat load of theoretical information on you so you can "sink or
swim"-instead you'll learn from hands-on, practical examples one step at a time. Each concept is broken down for you so
you'll always know what you can do with it in practical terms. If you're interested in teaching others "how to Python," this
will be your guidebook. If you're looking to stoke the coding flame in your coworkers, kids, or relatives-use our material to
teach them. All the sequencing has been done for you so you'll always know what to cover next and how to explain it.
What Python Developers Say About The Book: "Go forth and learn this amazing language using this great book." Michael Kennedy, Talk Python "The wording is casual, easy to understand, and makes the information flow well." Thomas Wong, Pythonista "I floundered for a long time trying to teach myself. I slogged through dozens of incomplete
online tutorials. I snoozed through hours of boring screencasts. I gave up on countless crufty books from big-time
publishers. And then I found Real Python. The easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions break the big concepts down into
bite-sized chunks written in plain English. The authors never forget their audience and are consistently thorough and
detailed in their explanations. I'm up and running now, but I constantly refer to the material for guidance." - Jared Nielsen,
Pythonista
Explore various verticals in software engineering through high-end systems using Python Key Features Master the tools
and techniques used in software engineering Evaluates available database options and selects one for the final Central
Office system-components Experience the iterations software go through and craft enterprise-grade systems Book
Description Software Engineering is about more than just writing code—it includes a host of soft skills that apply to almost
any development effort, no matter what the language, development methodology, or scope of the project. Being a senior
developer all but requires awareness of how those skills, along with their expected technical counterparts, mesh together
through a project's life cycle. This book walks you through that discovery by going over the entire life cycle of a multi-tier
system and its related software projects. You'll see what happens before any development takes place, and what impact
the decisions and designs made at each step have on the development process. The development of the entire project,
over the course of several iterations based on real-world Agile iterations, will be executed, sometimes starting from
nothing, in one of the fastest growing languages in the world—Python. Application of practices in Python will be laid out,
along with a number of Python-specific capabilities that are often overlooked. Finally, the book will implement a highPage 11/18
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performance computing solution, from first principles through complete foundation. What you will learn Understand what
happens over the course of a system's life (SDLC) Establish what to expect from the pre-development life cycle steps
Find out how the development-specific phases of the SDLC affect development Uncover what a real-world development
process might be like, in an Agile way Find out how to do more than just write the code Identify the existence of projectindependent best practices and how to use them Find out how to design and implement a high-performance computing
process Who this book is for Hands-On Software Engineering with Python is for you if you are a developer having basic
understanding of programming and its paradigms and want to skill up as a senior programmer. It is assumed that you
have basic Python knowledge.
Unleash the power of Python 3 objects About This Book Stop writing scripts and start architecting programs Learn the
latest Python syntax and libraries A practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and
how to implement them in Python 3 Who This Book Is For If you're new to object-oriented programming techniques, or if
you have basic Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply object-oriented programming in
Python to design software, this is the book for you. What You Will Learn Implement objects in Python by creating classes
and defining methods Separate related objects into a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of
those objects via the class interface Extend class functionality using inheritance Understand when to use object-oriented
features, and more importantly when not to use them Discover what design patterns are and why they are different in
Python Uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why it's so important in Python Grasp common concurrency techniques
and pitfalls in Python 3 Exploit object-oriented programming in key Python technologies such as Kivy and Django. Objectoriented programming concurrently with asyncio In Detail Python 3 is more versatile and easier to use than ever. It runs
on all major platforms in a huge array of use cases. Coding in Python minimizes development time and increases
productivity in comparison to other languages. Clean, maintainable code is easy to both read and write using Python's
clear, concise syntax. Object-oriented programming is a popular design paradigm in which data and behaviors are
encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. Many modern programming languages utilize the
powerful concepts behind object-oriented programming and Python is no exception. Starting with a detailed analysis of
object-oriented analysis and design, you will use the Python programming language to clearly grasp key concepts from
the object-oriented paradigm. This book fully explains classes, data encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism,
abstraction, and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use each principle to develop well-designed software.
You'll get an in-depth analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that are more suitable to Python's unique
style. This book will not just teach Python syntax, but will also build your confidence in how to program. You will also
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learn how to create maintainable applications by studying higher level design patterns. Following this, you'll learn the
complexities of string and file manipulation, and how Python distinguishes between binary and textual data. Not one, but
two very powerful automated testing systems will be introduced in the book. After you discover the joy of unit testing and
just how easy it can be, you'll study higher level libraries such as database connectors and GUI toolkits and learn how
they uniquely apply object-oriented principles. You'll learn how these principles will allow you to make greater use of key
members of the Python eco-system such as Django and Kivy. This new edition includes all the topics that made Python 3
Object-oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. It's also packed with updated content to reflect recent changes in
the core Python library and covers modern third-party packages that were not available on the Python 3 platform when
the book was first published. Style and approach Throughout the book you will learn key object-oriented programming
techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the context of a larger project.
Learning Object-Oriented Programming is an easy-to-follow guide full of hands-on examples of solutions to common
problems with object-oriented code in Python, JavaScript, and C#. It starts by helping you to recognize objects from reallife scenarios and demonstrates that working with them makes it simpler to write code that is easy to understand and
reuse. You will learn to protect and hide data with the data encapsulation features of Python, JavaScript, and C#. You will
explore how to maximize code reuse by writing code capable of working with objects of different types, and discover the
advantage of duck typing in both Python and JavaScript, while you work with interfaces and generics in C#. With a fair
understanding of interfaces, multiple inheritance, and composition, you will move on to refactor existing code and to
organize your source for easy maintenance and extension. Learning Object-Oriented Programming will help you to make
better, stronger, and reusable code.
This open access book offers an initial introduction to programming for scientific and computational applications using the
Python programming language. The presentation style is compact and example-based, making it suitable for students
and researchers with little or no prior experience in programming. The book uses relevant examples from mathematics
and the natural sciences to present programming as a practical toolbox that can quickly enable readers to write their own
programs for data processing and mathematical modeling. These tools include file reading, plotting, simple text analysis,
and using NumPy for numerical computations, which are fundamental building blocks of all programs in data science and
computational science. At the same time, readers are introduced to the fundamental concepts of programming, including
variables, functions, loops, classes, and object-oriented programming. Accordingly, the book provides a sound basis for
further computer science and programming studies.
Uncover modern Python with this guide to Python data structures, design patterns, and effective object-oriented
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techniques Key Features In-depth analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that are more suitable to
Python's unique style Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries Explore abstract design patterns and implement them
in Python 3.8 Book Description Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a popular design paradigm in which data and
behaviors are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. This third edition of Python 3 ObjectOriented Programming fully explains classes, data encapsulation, and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can
use each principle to develop well-designed software. Starting with a detailed analysis of object-oriented programming,
you will use the Python programming language to clearly grasp key concepts from the object-oriented paradigm. You will
learn how to create maintainable applications by studying higher level design patterns. The book will show you the
complexities of string and file manipulation, and how Python distinguishes between binary and textual data. Not one, but
two very powerful automated testing systems, unittest and pytest, will be introduced in this book. You'll get a
comprehensive introduction to Python's concurrent programming ecosystem. By the end of the book, you will have
thoroughly learned object-oriented principles using Python syntax and be able to create robust and reliable programs
confidently. What you will learn Implement objects in Python by creating classes and defining methods Grasp common
concurrency techniques and pitfalls in Python 3 Extend class functionality using inheritance Understand when to use
object-oriented features, and more importantly when not to use them Discover what design patterns are and why they are
different in Python Uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why it's so important in Python Explore concurrent objectoriented programming Who this book is for If you're new to object-oriented programming techniques, or if you have basic
Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply OOP in Python, this is the book for you. If you
are an object-oriented programmer for other languages or seeking a leg up in the new world of Python 3.8, you too will
find this book a useful introduction to Python. Previous experience with Python 3 is not necessary.
Python Programming and Numerical Methods: A Guide for Engineers and Scientists introduces programming tools and
numerical methods to engineering and science students, with the goal of helping the students to develop good
computational problem-solving techniques through the use of numerical methods and the Python programming language.
Part One introduces fundamental programming concepts, using simple examples to put new concepts quickly into
practice. Part Two covers the fundamentals of algorithms and numerical analysis at a level that allows students to quickly
apply results in practical settings. Includes tips, warnings and "try this" features within each chapter to help the reader
develop good programming practice Summaries at the end of each chapter allow for quick access to important
information Includes code in Jupyter notebook format that can be directly run online
The Chemistry of Food Additives and Preservatives is anup-to-date reference guide on the range of different types
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ofadditives (both natural and synthetic) used in the food industrytoday. It looks at the processes involved in inputting
additivesand preservatives to foods, and the mechanisms and methods used.The book contains full details about the
chemistry of each majorclass of food additive, showing the reader not just what kind ofadditives are used and what their
functions are, but also how theywork and how they can have multiple functionalities. Inaddition, this book covers
numerous new additives currentlybeing introduced, and an explanation of how the quality of these isascertained and how
consumer safety is ensured.
The book covers the concepts of Python programming language along with mobile application development. Starting
from fundamentals, the book continues with the explanation of mobile app development using Kivy framework. All the
chapters offer questions and exercises for to better understanding of the subject. At the end of the book some hands-on
projects are given to help the readers to improve their programming and project development skills.
Case studies implemented in several object-oriented programming languages including CÊÊ, Smalltalk, Objective-C,
Actor and Object pascal.
Summary Professional developers know the many benefits of writing application code that’s clean, well-organized, and
easy to maintain. By learning and following established patterns and best practices, you can take your code and your
career to a new level. With Practices of the Python Pro, you’ll learn to design professional-level, clean, easily
maintainable software at scale using the incredibly popular programming language, Python. You’ll find easy-to-grok
examples that use pseudocode and Python to introduce software development best practices, along with dozens of
instantly useful techniques that will help you code like a pro. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Professional-quality code does more than
just run without bugs. It’s clean, readable, and easy to maintain. To step up from a capable Python coder to a
professional developer, you need to learn industry standards for coding style, application design, and development
process. That’s where this book is indispensable. About the book Practices of the Python Pro teaches you to design and
write professional-quality software that’s understandable, maintainable, and extensible. Dane Hillard is a Python pro who
has helped many dozens of developers make this step, and he knows what it takes. With helpful examples and
exercises, he teaches you when, why, and how to modularize your code, how to improve quality by reducing complexity,
and much more. Embrace these core principles, and your code will become easier for you and others to read, maintain,
and reuse. What's inside Organizing large Python projects Achieving the right levels of abstraction Writing clean,
reusable code Inheritance and composition Considerations for testing and performance About the reader For readers
familiar with the basics of Python, or another OO language. About the author Dane Hillard has spent the majority of his
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development career using Python to build web applications. Table of Contents: PART 1 WHY IT ALL MATTERS 1 ¦ The
bigger picture PART 2 FOUNDATIONS OF DESIGN 2 ¦ Separation of concerns 3 ¦ Abstraction and encapsulation 4 ¦
Designing for high performance 5 ¦ Testing your software PART 3 NAILING DOWN LARGE SYSTEMS 6 ¦ Separation of
concerns in practice 7 ¦ Extensibility and flexibility 8 ¦ The rules (and exceptions) of inheritance 9 ¦ Keeping things
lightweight 10 ¦ Achieving loose coupling PART 4 WHAT’S NEXT? 11 ¦ Onward and upward
Unleash the true power of JavaScript by mastering Object-Oriented programming principles and patterns About This
Book Covering all the new Object-Oriented features introduced in ES6, this book shows you how to build large-scale web
apps Build apps that promote scalability, maintainability, and reusability Learn popular Object-Oriented programming
(OOP) principles and design patterns to build robust apps Implement Object-Oriented concepts in a wide range of frontend architectures Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for you if you are a JavaScript developers who wants to gain
expertise in OOP with JavaScript to improve your web development skills and build professional quality web applications.
What You Will Learn Master JavaScript's OOP features, including the one's provided by ES6 specification Identify and
apply the most common design patterns such as Singleton, Factory, Observer, Model-View-Controller, and Mediator
Patterns Understand the SOLID principles and their benefits Use the acquired OOP knowledge to build robust and
maintainable code Design applications using a modular architecture based on SOLID principles In Detail ECMAScript 6
introduces several new Object-Oriented features that drastically change the way developers structure their projects. Web
developers now have some advanced OOP functionality at their disposal to build large-scale applications in JavaScript.
With this book, we'll provide you with a comprehensive overview of OOP principles in JavaScript and how they can be
implemented to build sophisticated web applications. Kicking off with a subtle refresher on objects, we'll show you how
easy it is to define objects with the new ES6 classes. From there, we'll fly you through some essential OOP principles,
forming a base for you to get hands-on with encapsulation. You'll get to work with the different methods of inheritance
and we'll show you how to avoid using inheritance with Duck Typing. From there, we'll move on to some advanced
patterns for object creation and you'll get a strong idea of how to use interesting patterns to present data to users and to
bind data. We'll use the famous promises to work with asynchronous processes and will give you some tips on how to
organize your code effectively. You'll find out how to create robust code using SOLID principles and finally, we'll show
you how to clearly define the goals of your application architecture to get better, smarter, and more effective coding. This
book is your one-way ticket to becoming a JavaScript Jedi who can be counted on to deliver flexible and maintainable
code. Style and approach This comprehensive guide on advanced OOP principles and patterns in JavaScript is packed
with real-world use cases, and shows you how to implement advanced OOP features to build sophisticated web
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applications that promote scalability and reusability.
Whether you're a novice or an advanced practitioner, you'll find this refreshed book more than lives up to its reputation.
Programming Python, Third Edition teaches you the right way to code. It explains Python language syntax and
programming techniques in a clear and concise manner, with numerous examples that illustrate both correct usage and
common idioms. By reading this comprehensive guide, you'll learn how to apply Python in real-world problem domains
such as:
Python 3 Object-oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing Ltd
This book presents a balanced and flexible approach to the incorporation of object-oriented principles in introductory
courses using Python. Familiarizes readers with the terminology of object-oriented programming, the concept of an
object's underlying state information, and its menu of available behaviors. Includes an exclusive, easy-to-use custom
graphics library that helps readers grasp both basic and more advanced concepts. Lays the groundwork for transition to
other languages such as Java and C++. For those interested in learning more about object-oriented programming using
Python.
Harness the power of Python 3 objects.
Being familiar with object-oriented design is an essential part of programming in Python. This new edition includes all the topics
that made Python Object-Oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. Moreover, it’s packed with updated content to reflect
more recent changes in the core Python libraries and cover modern third-party packages.
A demonstration of Python's basic technologies showcases the programming language's possiblities as a Windows development
and administration tool.
Leverage the power of Python design patterns to solve real-world problems in software architecture and design About This Book
Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns Get to know the context and application of design
patterns to solve real-world problems in software architecture, design, and application development Get practical exposure through
sample implementations in Python v3.5 for the design patterns featured Who This Book Is For This book is for Software architects
and Python application developers who are passionate about software design. It will be very useful to engineers with beginner
level proficiency in Python and who love to work with Python 3.5 What You Will Learn Enhance your skills to create better software
architecture Understand proven solutions to commonly occurring design issues Explore the design principles that form the basis of
software design, such as loose coupling, the Hollywood principle and the Open Close principle among others Delve into the objectoriented programming concepts and find out how they are used in software applications Develop an understanding of Creational
Design Patterns and the different object creation methods that help you solve issues in software development Use Structural
Design Patterns and find out how objects and classes interact to build larger applications Focus on the interaction between objects
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with the command and observer patterns Improve the productivity and code base of your application using Python design patterns
In Detail With the increasing focus on optimized software architecture and design it is important that software architects think about
optimizations in object creation, code structure, and interaction between objects at the architecture or design level. This makes
sure that the cost of software maintenance is low and code can be easily reused or is adaptable to change. The key to this is
reusability and low maintenance in design patterns. Building on the success of the previous edition, Learning Python Design
Patterns, Second Edition will help you implement real-world scenarios with Python's latest release, Python v3.5. We start by
introducing design patterns from the Python perspective. As you progress through the book, you will learn about Singleton
patterns, Factory patterns, and Facade patterns in detail. After this, we'll look at how to control object access with proxy patterns. It
also covers observer patterns, command patterns, and compound patterns. By the end of the book, you will have enhanced your
professional abilities in software architecture, design, and development. Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow guide to
design patterns with hands-on examples of real-world scenarios and their implementation in Python v3.5. Each topic is explained
and placed in context, and for the more inquisitive, there are more details on the concepts used.
Python 3 is the best version of the language yet: It is more powerful, convenient, consistent, and expressive than ever before.
Now, leading Python programmer Mark Summerfield demonstrates how to write code that takes full advantage of Python 3’s
features and idioms. The first book written from a completely “Python 3” viewpoint, Programming in Python 3 brings together all
the knowledge you need to write any program, use any standard or third-party Python 3 library, and create new library modules of
your own. Summerfield draws on his many years of Python experience to share deep insights into Python 3 development you
won’t find anywhere else. He begins by illuminating Python’s “beautiful heart”: the eight key elements of Python you need to
write robust, high-performance programs. Building on these core elements, he introduces new topics designed to strengthen your
practical expertise—one concept and hands-on example at a time. This book’s coverage includes Developing in Python using
procedural, object-oriented, and functional programming paradigms Creating custom packages and modules Writing and reading
binary, text, and XML files, including optional compression, random access, and text and XML parsing Leveraging advanced data
types, collections, control structures, and functions Spreading program workloads across multiple processes and threads
Programming SQL databases and key-value DBM files Utilizing Python’s regular expression mini-language and module Building
usable, efficient, GUI-based applications Advanced programming techniques, including generators, function and class decorators,
context managers, descriptors, abstract base classes, metaclasses, and more Programming in Python 3 serves as both tutorial
and language reference, and it is accompanied by extensive downloadable example code—all of it tested with the final version of
Python 3 on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.
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